Next Generation
COI Verification
A comprehensive solution that
determines your risk, not just
your compliance

Coverage is Critical, but Verification is a Pain
Most organizations spend a lot of time and effort managing insurance COI compliance, but even the most successful
companies have little idea exactly how compliant they actually are. They might know approximately how many of their
partners have COIs on file, but they rarely understand if all requested coverage types are present, if coverage values
meet their requirements, or the risk from exclusions.

Just because insurance is hundreds of years old doesn’t mean the technology
and processes to manage it need to be as well.

Risk Compliance Management, Reinvented
Evident is redefining risk compliance. We don’t just collect COIs - we digitize them, collecting all the policy data and
analyzing them against your requirements to provide deep visibility into your risk and exposure.
Evident’s COI Verification solution provides:
100% automated, out-of-the-box platform
for COI tracking and management

Authoritative verification and continuous monitoring
to detect change or loss of coverage

Digitization of all COIs for all coverage types

Easy access to coverage for insureds, no workflow or selling on your part

Automated risk decisioning against your
requirements

Comprehensive, highly accurate view of partner
and vendor network risk

We automate the entire process - from collection, verification and analysis, to decisioning, storage, and monitoring of
COIs and policies - to remove the burden of managing your partners’ compliance.

THE EVIDENT SOLUTION
T E C H N OLOG Y
We’re not just a COI library, a COI tracker, an insurance sales tool, or a communication platform for insureds – we’re all
of this and more. Evident is a comprehensive platform that’s solving the hardest part of insurance verification by working
with insureds who don’t meet corporate requirements and converting them into happy and compliant participants.

Automated Workflows
Evident fully automates COI management, relying on our
technology and expertise to offload all of the steps in
tracking, updating, and handling time-intensive exceptions
to provide a more comprehensive and accurate program
that costs less money and requires less of your time.

Deep Visibility
We go beyond verifying COI’s to exact coverage provided,
exclusions, and status changes to measure your real risk,
not just your compliance.

Maximum Conversion
Evident anticipates policy renewals or changes in
coverage needs and offers fulfillment to ensure maximum
conversion rates. We handle exceptions and errors with
ease, and identify policy gaps and opportunities to deliver
recommended solutions directly to partners.

Program Optimization
Evident identifies program-level opportunities to cut cost
or reduce risk, offering tools to drive efficiency, reduce
overlaps and excesses, and minimize expenses for you and
your partners.

“Marsh is constantly looking for innovative solutions that reduce our customers’ risk. Evident helps
some of our largest customers verify facts about their communities that no other provider can verify,
and they do it without requiring our customers to collect volumes of sensitive documentation.”
- Jose Heftye, Managing Director | Marsh

Evident is redefining risk compliance by providing real-time analysis and decisioning
based on live COI data from partner, vendor, and franchisee networks to ensure that
their insurance policies are active, valid, and meet corporate requirements.
Learn more about how Evident can save you time, money, and resources.
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